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Specialising the results of [ 1 ] we obtain an asymptotic formula for the number of 
integral points in a cube-like domain on the algebraic set defined by a system of 
norm-form equations with integral rational coefficients. 1, 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1 
Recently we proved a rather general theorem, [ 1, Eq. (23)], about 
equidistribution of integral points on norm-form varieties. As a simple 
application of the methods developed in [ 11, we give here a result much 
stronger than one can expect to obtain working analytically (cf. [ 31). 
Specifically, let A, be an ideal class in a totally complex algebraic number 
field li, of degree d, = [k,: Q], 1 d j< r, and let f, be a norm-form 
associated to A, (cf. [l, Eq. (4)]). C onsider the algebraic set V defined by a 
system of equations 
f,(x,)= .” =f;(x,) 
and let 
be a non-singular linear map associated to A, as in [l, Eq. (3)]. Given 
X > 0, let 
where 
llvll := ,y=, IYil for Y=(Y,,..., .JJ,),Y~E@, 
. . 
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and let 
U(X) = U,(X) x ‘.. x U,(X). 
In accordance with the notations introduced in [l], let 
,+;(‘U)=card(V(Z)n’U) for 21 c V(R), 
where V(R) and V(Z) denote the set of real points of V and the set of 
integral rational points of V, respectively. In Section 2 we prove the 
following statement which is the goal of this article. 
THEOREM. Assume k, I Q is a Galois extension ,for each j and suppose that 
the jields k,, . . . . k, are arithmetically independent in the sense of [ 11. Then 
.l,(U(X)n V(R))=c,(k)X+O(X'-"'k'), c,(k)>O,c,(k)>O. (1) 
Notation. We retain the notations introduced in [ 11. The constants 
c,(k), 1 < i < 9, and the O-constants depend at most on the sequence of the 
fields k,, 1 <,j< r (but not on the other parameters of the problem). 
Remark 1. Proposition 3 in [2] is the special case of this theorem in 
which d, = = d, = 2. If d, = d, = r = 2 estimate (1) can be obtained by 
elementary methods (cf. reference [6] in [I]); a more general case d, = 
. =d,==2 has been studied in [S]. It should be noted that even in the 
simplest case d, = d, = r = 2 estimate (1) is hardly accessible for a direct 
analytic attack (cf. [4. Chap. 51). 
2 
Let E be the system of subsets of VO( 1) defined in [ 1, Sect. 41 and let E2 
be the set of all the subsets of V(R) of the form 
U’= uxr, UEE, Z=(tlt,<tdt:), 
where t, and t2 range over R and satisfy the condition: 0 d t, < t, 
LEMMA 1. The set u = U(X) n V( [w ), X> 0, is (E2, p’)-smooth and 
C(u) = O((log X)‘j’k’), 
where C(u) denotes, as always, the smoothness constant of u and where p’ is 
the Bore1 measure on V([w) defined in [ 1, Sect. 41. 
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LEMMA 2. We have 
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p'(U(X)n V(R)=c,(k)X 
\t+th c,(k) > 0. 
LEMMA 3. We have 
I(U(X)A V(R)=O(X). 
Proqf of the Theorem. In view of Lemmas 1 and 3, the argument used 
in [ 1 ] to deduce Eq. (23) from Eq. ( 19) shows that 
.d;(U(X)n V(R))=by’(Ci(X)n V(R))+ 0(X’ c5’k1), c,(k)>O. (2) 
Since according to [Z, Theorem 23 the constant h depends at most on k,, 
1 <j< r, and since h > 0, relation (1) is a consequence of (2) and 
Lemma 2. 
Proof‘ of Lemma 1. Let 
(t:,;l 1 ,<i<$d,- I;, 1 djdr, 
be a system of fundamental units in k,. Suppose that 
~Eg,fV,(l)nU,(m) and g(E) aEg,(V,(l)n uj(x)) 
with 
where Q denotes the diagonal embedding of k, into the d,-dimensional 
R-algebra 
@@ ..’ @a3 
4 cl, times 
defined in [I, Sect. 21. It follows from the definitions of (T and g, that the 
integers ni obey the estimate 
n, = O(log X). 
Therefore there is a covering 
V”(l)nU(X)~ (J Kp 
p= I 
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with 
xl, E E, 4 = O( (1% MU), 
n 
a :=--ry. 
2 
The assertion of Lemma 1 is an easy consequence of this,fact. 
Proof of Lemma 2. By definition, 
p’(U(X)n V)=y&(U(X)n V()(f)). 
0 
(3) 
On the other hand, 
U(X) n V,,(h) = U,(X) n V,(h) x . . x U,(X) n V,(h) 
and 
p,(U;(X)n V,(h))=p,(Uj(Xll-‘)n V,(l)) 
for /I > 0. An easy computation shows that 
pj( U;( j’) n Vi( 1)) = c,(ki)(log J~)(““+ ‘, 
and therefore 
c6(kj) > O, 
P(WX) n V,(h)) = c,(k)(lw .vY’, c,(k I> 0, (4) 
where J’ :=X/h. Lemma 2 follows from (3) and (4). 
Proof of Lemma 3. By definition (cf. [ 1, Sect. 4]), 
t(U(X)n V(R))=sup(hI Ifo( U(X)#@}. 
Therefore the assertion follows from Eqs. (3) and (4) in [ 11. 
3 
Let 
B(X)= {aIa=( a,, . . . . a,), aiE R4, Jla,ll dX+for 1 bj<r). 
Proceeding as in the proof of the theorem one can prove that 
-*;(8(X)n V(R))=bp’(8(X)n V(R))+O(X1-‘.7(kJ) (5) 
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with c,(k)>O. Moreover. the argument used in the proof of Lemma 2 
shows that there are two constants c8(k) and c,(k) for which 
c8(k) Xd $(0(X) n V(R)) d c,(k) X 
and 
0 < c,(k) d c,(k). 
Remark 2. One can obtain asymptotic estimates for ,V;( U(X) n V(R)) 
and %.+;( o(X) n V(R)) under weaker conditions on the fields k, than the 
assumptions made here. In view of the concluding remarks in [l] the 
details of these generalisations may be left to the reader. 
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